
INK REFILL KIT INSTRUCTIONS
HP HP364                   HP364

Please note:  Ink cartridges are intended for single use by the manufacturer, but in most cases they can 
be refilled several times. If the printer shows any connection errors after refilling, this is due to the

 chip contacts on the cartridge reaching the end of their life.

PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY
METHOD 1 

1. Place some newspaper or plastic sheet on a suitable surface in case of any mess.

2. Turn the cartridge upside down, so that the round pad outlet is showing.

3. Remove the black childproof cap from the bottles of refill ink you wish to use KEEP THE CAP TO REPLACE
 LATER so you can safely store any unused ink.

4. Drip the ink o4. Drip the ink onto the pad outlet slowly so that the ink can be absorbed into the sponge.If the ink stops on
 the surface, then the cartridge is full and required no more ink. 

5. Dab a tissue onto the pad, to remove any excess ink from the pad outlet. Ensure that you do
 not pierce the pad at any point, as this will damage the cartridge.

6. Leave the cartridge upside down for around 4 hours, to allow the ink to fully absorb into the sponge.

7. Re-Install the cartridge to the printer and run a cleaning cycle (consult your printer manual on how to do this)

METHOD 2
1. Place some n1. Place some newspaper or plastic sheet on a suitable surface in case of any mess.

2. Seal the outlet pad hole with an adhesive tape or original orange cap to stop any ink coming out from
 the ink outlet.

3. Remove the label on the top of the cartridge to find the filling hole (see diagram below)

4. Remove the black childproof cap from the bottles of refill ink you wish to useKEEP THE CAP TO REPLACE
 LATER so you can safely store any unused ink.

5. Place the nozzle of the bottle into the corresponding hole and slowly squeze the ink bottle to begin
 injecting the ink.  injecting the ink. You may feel a slight resistance, this is due to the internal sponge.

6 .The cartridge is sill when the ink reaches the surafce and begins to overdlow- stop fillling at this time.
Wipe the surface and replace the cartridge label, this will re-seal the hole. 

7. Leave the cartridge upside down for around 4 hours, to allow the ink to fully absorb into the sponge.

8. Re-Install the cartridge to the printer and run a cleaning cycle (consult your printer manual on how to do this)

For best results once the cartridge is empty, refill it immediately before any remains of the ink dries.
 Dried ink on the print head will cause missing lines and images when prinng.
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